Retail Spotlight

Midwest Cycling Keeps Eye on Inventory
BY RAY KEENER
Monday morning we hit
This
month
we
the reorder button, and
checked in with Jay
the POS system reﬁlls the
Thomas, co-founder of
plan. We run four stores
Midwest Cycling, with
with 1.5 buyers, which is
four Trek concept stores
really eﬃcient.”
in Omaha, Kansas City
Midwest Cycling uses
and St. Louis. We ﬁgured
Trek’s Ascend POS systhat Thomas, director of
tem. “My business partmarketing, would have
ner Kent McNeill did a
some ﬂashy promotion
lot of research to make
to tell us about.
it work,” Thomas said.
Instead, we heard a
“One key is to charge
story of careful count- John Lemen cycle count- full retail for everything,
ing. “A large part of our ing at Midwest Cycling.
then back that up with
success is due to invena well-trained staﬀ that
tory control,” Thomas said. “Thanks justiﬁes what we charge.
to persistent pushing from our board
“The other big piece for us is cycle
of directors, we’ve gradually made the counts. Every week in every store we
transition from being bike people to be- count one product category. It’s basicaling business people.”
ly a running inventory count, instead
Thomas shared the business’ tactics of one or two huge counts a year. Our
as far as inventory management: “Every shrinkage is 1.4 percent; the sporting
hook is ﬂoor-planned. There’s a 6-inch goods industry average is 1.7 percent. I
hook that holds four Trek 9i comput- wonder how many store owners know
ers, with four more in backstock. Every what theirs is,” Thomas said.
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Yakima Sues Four Competitors
For Alleged Patent Infringement
BY NICOLE FORMOSA
BEAVERTON, OR—Yakima ﬁled
lawsuits against four of its competitors
in November, alleging infringement of
six of Yakima’s rear hitch, trunk and
roof rack patents.
Yakima Products is suing Saris Cycling Group, Hollywood Engineering,
owner of Hollywood Racks, and Car
Mate USA, owner of Inno Racks, for
allegedly violating four patents that
cover Yakima’s trunk hitch and rearmount rack systems.
Another suit alleges Rocky Mounts
violated Yakima’s patent for its roofmount rack system and for the clamping mechanism on the roof bike tray.
Neil Nusbaum, owner of Hollywood
Engineering, was surprised to hear of
the lawsuit a week after it was ﬁled,
having not yet been served with civil
papers. “The only thing I’d say is if in
fact I am served, it’s unfortunate that
things can’t be settled out of court,”
Nusbaum said.
Bobby Noyes, owner of Rocky
Mounts, declined to comment, and
representatives from the other two defendants did not return phone calls.

According to documents ﬁled in Oregon District Court, Yakima alleges all
four companies are “making, using,
oﬀering for sale and selling, inducing
others to make, use, oﬀer for sale and
sell, bicycle carriers and assemblies”
that infringe patents, including the TRax and Guardian 2 and 3, without authorization from Yakima.
The violations have caused damages
exceeding $75,000 per case, according
to court documents.
Yakima is asking the judge for a decree that the defendants have infringed
Yakima’s patents; a permanent injunction barring further use of the patents;
and compensation and royalties for the
losses in proﬁt due to the alleged unauthorized use of Yakima’s inventions.
None of the defendants have been
involved in patent disputes with Yakima in the past, however, Thule sued
Yakima twice in the late 1990s for patent infringement according to court
documents. Yakima sued Thule in 2000
for the same reason, but dismissed the
lawsuit two months after it was ﬁled.
Neither Yakima nor its attorney responded to requests for comment.
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